“Teachers are supposed to highlight morals, distribute knowledge and reduce confusions.”

This famous statement from the essay *Of Teachers* by the Chinese Tang Dynasty writer and philosopher, Han Yu (768-824 A.D.), illustrates the function of education and also shaped my initial understanding of this profession. With more and more strategies and technologies introduced, and an ever closely-woven global community, the function of education is expected and is being expanded to cultivate more competitive minds and capable hands along with tomorrow’s leaders.

My experience in teaching different languages to students in different cultural and classroom settings meant challenges but more benefits to me as a teacher and as a person. My teaching style takes shape after a considerable accumulation of professional knowledge in education, management strategies observed from experienced teachers; from endeavors to introduce new technologies and media into my classrooms, interesting and detailed lesson plans; and most importantly, from interaction with my students. It is education that provides me with all these wonderful opportunities. Thus, I’d like to dedicate my life to opening even more magnificent doors to kids from different backgrounds. I am proud of what I do.

I believe there still is an appreciable space for me to improve professionally and individually. No matter where I might work in the future, as a teacher, an educational technology advocate, and a potential researcher, I will definitely need the skills to come up with and implement the up-to-date education technologies and to conduct in-depth researches of curriculum-building, teaching and classroom management strategies to maximize student engagement and achievement.